
Summer 2022, ECO 405LEC Microeconomic Theory 1 Section J
Instructor: Bhattacharjee, Sandipa (Primary)

University at Buffalo

There were: 16 possible respondents.
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(ECO 405LEC) I have never had such an amazing professor before. I have had professors that care, or want their students to succeed but she is above any
exceptional professor i’ve had the courtesy of being around. she is an amazing soul built to better the people around her. I am glad she chose a career in
teaching and if she were to ever leave UB it would be a huge loss to the education system you want to build. she loves what she is doing and is passionate
about spreading her love for economics to her students

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

(ECO 405LEC) The instructor always seemed enthusiastic to teach and was super approachable. Not only that but the instructor really cared and wanted
all the students to understand the material.

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

(ECO 405LEC) Very enthusiastic teacher, very involved in student success
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 405LEC) great course experience
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 405LEC) She made sure that the students understood the workload.
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

Question: Comment on teaching effectiveness 

(ECO 405LEC) n/a 

(ECO 405LEC) I could not be more happy with this entire course 

(ECO 405LEC) More in class practice problems would have been helpful. 

(ECO 405LEC) good course and best teacher 

(ECO 405LEC) Understanding aspects of microeconomics 

Question: Suggestions to improve course 

(ECO 405LEC) I think the idea that my professor wanted students to learn well rather than rush through the material was very effective. 

(ECO 405LEC) Exceptional class all around 

(ECO 405LEC) The instructor always tried to keep the class engaged which was really helpful especially since the class was 3 hours long. 

(ECO 405LEC) The lecture notes were helpful 

Question: Comment on most effective elements 
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